
Baptize All Nations
Episode 7: The Word vs. Evangelization

Welcome to Baptize All Nations. I'm your host Michael Miller.
The secular world eyes evangelization with suspicion if not outright hostility. The world uses lies, fear,
and ridicule against evangelization and many fall prey to the world's misrepresentations.
According to a Gallup pole, in 2005 just over 3 million Americans considered themselves atheist.  But
only seven years  later,  in 2012,  the number quadrupled to nearly 16 million people.  If  this  trend
continues then in seven more years 80 million Americans will consider themselves atheist.
Secularism  has  been  growing  by  leaps  and  bounds  in  the  United  States  because  of  the  media's
blitzkrieg offensive against the Catholic Church and the growing acceptance of sin as a necessary
component of being human.
The Church  is  relentlessly  attacked  in  books,  talks,  television  shows,  movies,  the  radio,  and  the
Internet. Popular television host and ex-Catholic Bill Maher ferociously ridicules the Catholic Church
on he weekly TV show, Real Time With Bill Maher. Bill Donohue of the Catholic League for Religious
and Civil Rights, documented that Bill Maher bashes the Church in EVERY episode of Real Time in the
2013 season.
One writer, Reynolds Price, wrote an article that was featured in Time magazine in 1999 titled, Jesus of
Nazarteth Then and Now. Price, speaking of the Lord's missionary command to “go out and baptize all
nations” at the end of the Gospel of St. Matthew says:

Given the gleaming confidence of those words, and in light of the appalling failings of 
Jesus' followers, that last command goes on contributing heavily to the evils of national 
and religious warfare, institutional and individual hatred, imperialism and enslavement. – 
– Reynolds Price,Time, December 6, 1999, page 94.

Price,  a  homosexual  who considered  himself  a  fervent  Christian,  in an attack against  the second
Person of the Holy Trinity chides the Lord for issuing the command that he says led to war, hatred,
and slavery.
It's become the world's mantra to pin war, hatred and slavery on the Church. But in standard fashion,
the same secularists largely leave the scourge of atheistic communism alone, a philosophy that has
killed more people in the twentieth century than any other.
The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith's  Doctrinal Note  comments on one of the secularists
tactics saying:

From this perspective, it would only be legitimate to present one’s own ideas and to invite 
people to act according to their consciences, without aiming at their conversion to Christ 
and to the Catholic faith. – CDF Doctrinal Note on Some Aspects of Evangelization. 3

The world puts itself in a curious situation when it demands that people be listened to, that they have
rights that can't be violated. Because the secularists don't hesitate to force their agendas on people
when they have the opportunity. The world's understanding is that people are at the service of the
powerful. When people outlive their worldly usefulness they no longer have any value. That's why the
world doesn't  hesitate  to  force  it's  agenda on people  with  physical,  economical,  or  psychological
manipulation.
The Church, however, asserts that everyone has dignity as a child of God, as a person who has dignity
and rights that no government can morally take away. Even those who the world judges to be useless,
the unborn, the sick, and the elderly are acknowledged to have God-given rights.
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The C.D.F. continues with its commentary on how the secularists view evangelization:  
It is enough to build communities which strive for justice, freedom, peace and solidarity. – 
CDF Doctrinal Note on Some Aspects of Evangelization. 3

Yet the world of sin can't give justice, freedom, peace or solidarity. Justice can only be rendered if a
person has intrinsic value. There's no freedom without truth and there's no solidarity without peace.
The world can't offer any of these things but Christ gives them through His grace. It's the Church that
brings truth and decency to the world.
The Church allows knowledge to be freely spread. She even invites people to explore her doctrines,
allowing people to question them without any penalty so long as it's in the search for truth. She has
always supported education – something the world has tried to parrot and is failing miserably at. The
Church is also responsible for abolishing slavery and acknowledging the dignity of all men, no matter
what race, nationality, or gender.
Governments only lately have attempted to imitate the Church's social actions but they largely fail
because in the end they're not interested in people's souls.
Evangelization is necessary to civilize a brutal world. It's the classic battle between the kingdom of
God and the kingdom of the world.  The kingdom of God makes itself known in the world through
grace and truth but the world makes itself known through force, bloodshed, and dehumanization.
The Congregation further says: 

The Church, therefore, is the bearer of the presence of God and thus the instrument of the 
true humanization of man and the world. – CDF Doctrinal Note on Some Aspects of 
Evangelization. 3

The Church's mission is to help to bring the presence of God into the world of sin to convert sinners.
She demands that everyone be evangelized with dignity as a child of God.  She also demands that a
person must be free to accept or deny the truth, that the ultimate acceptance of the truth is between
God and the individual. 
Giving people the opportunity to pursue the truth is true charity because everyone deserves to have
an opportunity to embrace the truth. It was St. John Paul II's idea in his Encyclical Veritatis Splendor
that we were made for the truth, that we are free for the truth, not from the truth. When you bring
truth to the table then people can make a fuller act of free will. Truth always breaks the chains of
ignorance. When people are exposed to the light of truth, their intellects made sluggish and darkened
through sin can become enlightened – giving grace an opportunity to heal peoples' will and emotions.
We are more human when we live a life of grace, when we become the person God always intended us
to be. The ideal human, the most human human being that lived to her fullest potential is the Blessed
Virgin Mary. She possesses the fullness of grace for a creature and every gift of God to a degree that
all the angels and saints combined can't possess.
What great and beautiful things are in store for people who embrace the truth and follow it. That
person will see sanctity, peace, and justice in this life and possess it in its fullness in the next where
the kingdom of sin will be destroyed. This is the aim for the new evangelization, to bring the world
grace and sanctity so that God can rule in every heart in this life and the next.
I'm Michael Miller... we'll see you next time on Baptize All Nations.
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